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From the Editor
Hi Builders & readers of the HCR News.
Builders, the importance of this “Swap Meet Issue” should not be ignored. This
Issue’s “Toon”, very well done, once again by Ms Judith Smith, portrays, in a humorous
way, the fantastic bargains found at most auto swap meets. At this time of the year, I am
referring to the yearly Pre War Swap Meet held in Chickasha, Oklahoma.
This is a very large event and for quite a few years now, I have tried to remind the
Builders, living in not only Oklahoma but the surrounding states of Texas, Kansas, Missouri
and Arkansas, or the other outlining states to Oklahoma, of the wealth of antique auto parts
to be found there at great prices. I wish once again to encourage these Builders to take
advantage of this “once a year event”. There are also quite a few Antique Auto Clubs that
have their individual get together meetings. If interested, attending these meetings as a
guest is usually welcomed.
Having completed four HCR’s with parts found at this particular swap meet has been
a big money saver to me and also to others who have attended in the previous years. This
is not an endorsement for the folks that put the meet on, nor do I receive any payment for
bringing this information to the Builders and readers of the HCR News. I just feel it is
important to tell all the HCR Builders of all the savings that can be had, attending this meet.
As in previous Newsletters, I have attached the information on the meet. Pictures
taken of past years and some motels and locations in the area below and on the following
page. If you are planning to attend the 2013 Pre War Meet in Chickasha, don’t be shy,
please put a post on the HCR Builders Group in Yahoo Groups, so we can see who is
going. Perhaps we can get together as in the past years for a “Meet & Greet” get together
for lunch with other HCRB Members… Lee
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There you have it, fellow Builders, a very short breakdown of the Pre War Swap
Meet. Of all the pictures I have taken in past years, as the ones shown on the previous
pages, never, will just one single picture be taken showing the immense size of this meet.
One has to be there to take in the actual size of the event.
If reservations can’t be made in Chickasha for the meet, it is because of the huge
amount of people that attend the event and make reservations well ahead of time. However
there are many surrounding towns that are only a short distance from Chickasha, with
available motel vacancies…
Hope to CYA There,
Lee

What A Vision He Had…
"I will build a car for the great multitude. It will be large enough for the family, but small
enough for the individual to run and take care of. It will be constructed of the best materials,
by the best men to be hired, after the simplest designs that modern engineering can devise.
But it will be so low in price that no man making a good salary will be unable to own one and
enjoy with his family the blessings of hours of pleasure in God’s great open spaces."
Henry Ford

X Word
ACROSS
1. A build of something similar
2. The “Fonz” was _ _ _ _.
3. You _ _ _ something else.
4. Two pigs _ _ A pen
5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ are fun to drive
an HCR in.
DOWN
2. Early cars resembled
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
Make a sentence using the words.
Answers on page 18
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Adventures in Research
One Builders Search for Original Detail
By
Steven DeWell

I have started my build of an HCR twice. First I bought plans for a Woods Buggy, got
pretty far along and decided if I was going to build a replica, I wanted it to be a replica of a
specific historic horseless carriage. The Woods is a good motor buggy, but it is not actually
a replica of a Horseless Carriage I was aware of. I selected the Sears Motor Buggy. It
appeared to be of simple construction and of a size that would fit in the storage space I had
available and had seating to accommodate me and my two grandsons (this was a key
point). The website searsmotorbuggy.com contained a great deal of dimensional
information for the frame, body and other key data. So I dismantled my Woods start and
began the Sears, utilizing some of the Woods parts. As I progressed on the Sears I realized
that while I had some great starting information, there was a lot I had to extrapolate. Simple
measurements relating to the height and width of the seat and more complicated things
related to the steering tiller and linkage. I found myself building something and then several
steps down the line having to go back and modify it because of how the new piece related
to it. After several occasions of two steps forward and one step back I stopped and decided
I needed to get more details so I could avoid time consuming trial and error.
I started my search for more data by contacting John Daly, builder of the
searsmotorbggy.com website, and asking if there were any Sears buggies close to where I
lived. He suggested the Ford Museum and the Science and Industry Museum in Chicago. I
found the Ford Museum has a great library with many things accessible on line. They also
offer a research service and copies are available for a fee. My own search did not turn up
anything relating to Sears Motor Buggies and I could not verify they had the Sears in an
active exhibit. Since a trip would be a 10 hour round trip, I moved on to contacting the
Science and Industry Museum in Chicago. I could not verify an active exhibit of a Sears
buggy on line so I e-mailed the museum and asked if they had one and could I come and
take pictures and measurements.
I never got a response. Now I was stuck. How was I to find more specific data? I
found a High Wheeler Club on line and contacted one of the officers and asked if there were
any members in Indiana I could contact and perhaps examine their buggies. At least the
Sears buggy was a High Wheel buggy and I might be able to use information from other
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models. The officer suggested I join the club and I could find out all kinds of things for a
$25.00 membership fee. I decided to hold off on that.
Then one night, on about the 3rd or 4th page of another Sears Motor Buggy web
search, I found something. These pages are where things usually degenerate into
references to lawn mowers and craftsman tools. This time I found a reference to a Sears
buggy in a Museum in Evansville Indiana. It turns out the Sears Motor Buggy was originally
built at the Hercules Buggy Plant in Evansville. The site took me to the Evansville
Transportation Museum. I sent an e-mail to the web address given on the site and got a
response from Thomas Lonnberg, Curator. Tom invited me down to take pictures and
measurements, telling me to just let him know when I was coming. He even advised me I
would have to climb over a fence to get to the buggy but he would provide a ladder.
When I told him I would be down on a Tuesday, he responded that they would be
closed that day but he would meet me and let me in. Wow! I would have personal
uninterrupted access! Not only that but he had contacted an individual collector in
Evansville who had his own Sears Auto Buggy, and arranged to see his if we had time. It
seemed I had hit the Jackpot!
On the appointed Tuesday I
arrived at the Museum and met
Tom. He unlocked the building and
took me to the gallery were the
Sears Buggy was located, and
flipped on the lights. I spent about
an hour photographing and
measuring.
Unfortunately I found
museum lighting was not the best
for photography and I was not the
best photographer. I also had some
difficulty getting at the steering as the buggy was positioned against a wall. I finally called it
quits and hoped to complete things with the private collector’s buggy.
From the museum, Tom and I drove over to an old factory where the collector had
his business and collection. This is where things started to get like an episode of “The
Pickers”, from television. The collector met us and during introductions asked to be called
by his nick name “Punch”. I’m 6 ft. tall and he is a bit taller so I imagine he could. Punch
sat me down with a box load of Sears Motor Buggy information. It was full of photos and
articles about Sears Buggies. It was too much to take in quickly.
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This fine gentleman gave me a copy of an “Instruction Book for Sears Motor Cars”.
This booklet was originally provided with each car. It is full of illustrations and information to
run and maintain the Sears. In addition Punch gave me an 8 page booklet of legal size
paper, with measured drawings and details of nearly all the things I had just tried to get from
my visit to the museum! Could it get any better? Well actually it did. Punch then took us
for a tour of his collection.
I should say here that my search for Sears Motor Buggy information now strayed
from its original path, but what the
heck! Following are pictures of
some of Punch’s collection. Please
understand this collection was
primarily stored in 2 basketball court
size rooms filled with cars and or
parts. In some cases the cars were
parked so close together I could not
get back far enough to get a partial
much less a full picture of a car.
Again the lighting in the factory was
not the best nor are my camera
skills, but I think you will get an idea
of what was put before me in a whirl wind tour.
Punch’s Sears is a 1908, Serial No. 1007. All the serial numbers started with the number
one & there were 300 made that year. He added a “mother-in-law” seat on the rear.
Part of his collection of lamps.
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One of 3 CDOs.
Punch puts a pipe
with a welded eye,
through the loops in
the front springs so
he can tow them.

CDO Frame in
process.
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CDO motor in
process.

Model A with a
custom built body
from the Hercules
Buggy plant.
Apparently it was
common to purchase
the basic frame and
front end and have
an aftermarket body
built. Punch told of
one individual who
had an extra 3 feet
past the end of the
frame. He habitually
did wheelies when
loaded.
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Here is a farm
fresh International
Harvester High
Wheeler. Punch
says he has been
showing this one
with a sign saying
“Please Touch”
since there is not
much a few
additional
fingerprints could
do to it.

Now for some off topic but interesting items in the collection.

Hank Williams’ truck.
He also has Johnny
Cashes 69 Mercedies
but I did not get a
picture.
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George Barnard Shaw’s Rolls.

He is the only
person to win
both a Nobel
Peace Prize
and an Oscar.

As you can see, my search for more detail for my Sears Motor Buggy build had
developed into a lot more than getting some pictures and measurements. It was about to
get better. As we were wrapping up our visit, Punch asked if I drove a truck. I said,
normally yes, but today I had the wife’s car, (she has XM radio and it is a long trip to
Evansville). Well, he said as he took me over to the side of one of his huge rooms, if you
had your truck I would give you the original body to the Sears Buggy I rebuilt. I looked at
the stack of wood and metal he pointed out and saw what appeared to be a Sears wooden
body with the paint stripped off, an original seat and what could be fenders. It was evident
he meant the entire pile (please reference earlier mentioned JACKPOT!).
Though a bit stunned, I was able to say “No Problem! If you don’t mind I will be back
as soon as I can with my truck. I’ll call you”. So by the time you read this I hope to have
made another trip to Evansville and be back home re-starting for a 3rd time my HCR build.
This time I will be incorporating original Sears Motor Buggy parts and more measured detail.
Hopefully I will actually finish this time.
Steve
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Parade Safety
Having participated in several parades, I can speak from actual experience
and attest to the fact that driving your horseless carriage replica in a well organized
parade will be one of the most gratifying experiences of your life.
As this is written, most are in the building process, looking forward to a
summer of festivities where, hopefully, they can display their workmanship in
either a static display or while actually-driving it in a parade. Naturally, we
participate in the activities closest to home.
Legally-speaking, there are two duties owed. One is to you by the
organization sponsoring the activity. They owe you the consideration of providing
a safe environment; make all reasonable efforts to eliminate hazards to you and
your equipment.
You owe them the duty of a well built vehicle, at least meeting all the
regulations they may impose. You must operate your vehicle in a manner
requested.
I want to suggest a third duty, a duty you owe to yourself. You owe it to
yourself NOT to participate in any parade that is not well-regulated and/or allows
such things as throwing objects from vehicles. While not doing this yourself, you
may be involved in an accident caused by someone else doing something unsafe.
Now I am going to tell you things about a local parade, in Cottonwood,
Arizona – their annual Christmas Parade. For the most part, it was a good parade,
with a few exceptions: They officially ended the parade just past the last business
building of the old-downtown area. Their rules stated that you should have pick-up
vehicles for people, horses etc in that area. Naturally, any insurance they had, also,
ended at this spot!
All powered floats, which were usually built on 4 wheel wagons and pulled
by a farm tractor, had to follow a suggested route, through a residential area, back
to the marshalling area. You were on your own! The police were instructed to
“look the other way” as dozens of unlicensed and un-insured vehicles,
haphazardly, found their way back to where they started.
During my last parade, a few years ago, I found myself on a four-lane street,
adjacent to the dual-wheels of an 18 wheeler – close enough to touch its hub cap!
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This same day, an un-secured hitch pin bounced from the tongue of a 4 wheel
wagon, being pulled by a farm tractor – no safety chains! The wagon went
careening into the traffic, striking a passenger car. This wagon contained a large
display of hit-n-miss engines – several of which, went crashing to the pavement.
I enjoyed driving my replicas in several preceding parades, with no problem
other than flat tires. However, after that day of the accident, I chose to stop
participating in this parade. The City of Cottonwood simply was not fulfilling their
duty to me. It was a tough decision – I enjoyed the parade environment, but not
enough to expose myself to potential harm and liability.
It was only until some recent group correspondence, that the issue became
fresh in my mind and I felt the matter needed some more attention. I am pleased at
both the online and private emails, expressing agreement.
Typically, was a message from Claude Brown:
Everett,
A good addition to the Special Issue 2013 - 2.pdf. (Simulated courtroom)
As I have stated before, my parade experience is huge - having driven in over
400 parades.
The safety standards that are used here in the Northwest where composed by a
fellow float builder and myself. At every parade, the floats and other motorizedvehicles go through a safety inspection. And high $$$ liability insurance
coverage is required.
If any one wants a copy of the standard base form, e-mail me and I will send a
copy out.
Until you see a child, or adult for that matter, injured or killed on a parade
day, you can not imagine the harm that has occurred in the past.
I have. And Thank God that my products have never been at fault.
Claude Brown
Port Orchard, WA
Everett,
I fully agree with your views on the issues of safety.
Just “because that is the way it was built originally OR we have always done
something that way” does not make it correct.
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I am attaching a copy of the 4 page file. These are just the basic rules and a vast
majority of our parades here in the NW add some of their own.
Throwing of ANYTHING from a parade entry is not allowed and usually gets an
entry removed from the parade and for sure barred from returning the next year.
Our $1,000,000.00 General Liability Insurance is now costing us right at
$300.00 for each parade we enter. And that is with never having a claim!!
These can be re-written as you see fit as there is no copy-write attached.
Keep being the mentor you have shown to be.
Claude
Again, I want to make clear that I am not trying to “rain on anyone’s
parade”, but, only, focus your attention on the stark reality of the hazardous areas
you might enter.
Please read, consider and govern yourself accordingly,
Everett Moore
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BACK UP TRAILER HELPER
By

Bob Ferry

I built this back up helper and thought others would like to make one also.
You may need to make some modifications to my design for your set up.

PARTS
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)

Two fiberglass driveway reflector marker poles. (Home Depot)
A short piece of hexagonal steel rod (3/4)
Steel for tab (to weld onto hex rod to keep the hex rod from turning) 1/8 x 1/2 x 1” long
Bolt 1 /2-13 x 1-1/2 inches long.
Screw (1/4 –20) for holding tab in place.
Two 3/8 “ shaft collars (for placing on fiberglass rods)
Steel bar (size 3 /4 x 3 /4 square x 7” long)
Two tennis balls (bright colored to be easy to see when backing up)
One 3/4 inch DEEP WELL socket (3/8 inch drive)

ASSEMBLY
1) Cut steel bar to 7 inches long.
2) Drill hole at one end 3/8 “ diameter for rod to slip into.
3) Drill 1/4“ hole at other end of bar and tap 5/16-18 for bolt which holds socket to bar.
4) Heat end of socket to anneal it so it can be milled for width of bar to rest into (or skip steps 3
& 4 milling . the slot and drilling & tapping the bar, and just weld the bar to top of the socket).
5) Cut 3/4 inch hex bar inches long and drill hole on one end 7/16 diam.,tap 1/2 –13 (1–1/2
inches deep)
6) Round over top edges of the hex bar.
7) Drill 1/2 “ hole in tongue of trailer for bolt to hold hex bar. Screw bolt into hex bar, slip socket
on hex bar and align bar so it is pointing straight forward & tighten bolt to hold hex bar tight
onto trailer.
8) Drill 13/64 hole (thru hole in steel tab on hex bar) in trailer & tap 1/4 –20. (to hold hex bar
straight )
9) Drill hole thru tube of hitch on truck (3/8 “diam. for fiberglass rod)
10) Cut an X on each side of the tennis balls and slip one ball on each fiberglass rod.
11) Slip shaft collars on both of the fiberglass rods & tighten set screws on the rods.

USING THE BACK UP HELPER
To use the setup, slip the steel bar with the deep well socket onto the hex bar & slip the
fiberglass rod into the hole on the end of the steel bar. Place the other fiberglass rod thru the
hitch tube on the truck. Slide the tennis balls up or down so they are at the same level. Back up
truck to trailer until the two tennis balls touch. At this point your trailer hitch receiver should be
directly over the ball on the truck, and ready to lower the trailer onto the ball.
Drawing on Next Page
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Increase viewer size if necessary…
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Can’t We All Just Get Along?
By Everett Moore
Those words, uttered years ago by Rodney King, have become a national cliché. I
use it in this article concerning the building of replica horseless carriages. As a
publishing pioneer for this hobby, I have witnessed it all – some have, seemingly,
fought about everything. Not just disagreed and had lively discussions, but resorted
to name calling and innuendoes that if done face to face, could have resulted in
someone physically attacking the other party. Does this make sense in a, hopefully,
civilized society? – Certainly not.
When I built my first replica, I was unaware that anyone else had similar interests.
I simply built what fit into my budget, workshop and abilities. Since I had an
engineering background and a computer-aided drafting program, plus a workshop
equipped with welders, metal lathe and vertical milling machine, I was quick to
realize that few other builders, if any, would be so equipped. I became fixedfocused on simplifying, by using as many “off the shelf” parts and eliminating as
much machining as possible. I used the KISS system – “Keep It Simple Stupid”.
I soon met opposition, accusing me of focusing on small “side-walk” cars; the use
of “garden cart” wheels. When I starting designing, along with Bob Kepela,
wooden spoke wheels; opposition came from those who preferred to scrounge junk
yards for Model T wheels. Fortunately, most arguments were strong, but friendly.
In a few short years, our hobby became segmented and almost compartmentalized
into different distinct categories, such as: the use of bicycle type wheels; the use of
used motorcycle wheels, home-built wood spoke wheels; used “T” wheels;
smaller, almost side-walk cars; full-sized replicas, using “T” frames. Every builder
was doing it his way – to suit his budget, abilities and workshop. All well and good
– interesting and diverse enough to appeal to all hobby members.
Only recently did the types of engines become a hot-potato. Through the years
everyone was content on using whatever engine they chose. We witnessed every
type lawn-mower/garden tractor engine – even, at least one, hit-n-miss farm type
engine. We were all interested in seeing what the “other fellow” was doing –
gleaning any good ideas he might have found that had been overlooked. We didn’t
condemn or look down on those of lesser skills. Most were willing to go the extra
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mile to help. There was such a surplus of used, cheap, engines available, most
chose not to re-invent the wheel by trying to make their own.
There’s nothing wrong with making your own engine and most are pleased to look
on and admire. However, this project is beyond the pocket book and machine shop
skill of most. No problem thus far – everyone liked to look on and, again, glean for
ideas.
The problem exposed it’s ugly head when someone, who built their own engine,
took on a prima donna attitude and began referring, in a negative air, to others as
an implied lower class that only used “lawn-mower” engines.
As in most social gatherings, this trouble maker was soon excluded to the land of
“Nod”, leaving the remaining hobby to “get-along” with friendly and beneficial
discussions.
Everett Moore

In Closing Notice
HCRB Members & readers of the HCRB Newsletter,
Unless I start getting a steady supply of
articles / stories or just plain news to enable me to
put out the six issues a year, the March 2013
“Anniversary Issue”, will be the last until there is
enough content to make it feasible to publish future
issues.

Replica carriages are cool in parades

I sincerely hope some of you can make the Chickasha Pre-War Swap Meet this year. The
parts are plentiful and very reasonably priced. If you plan to attend, let the rest of the
readers know by posting a message on the HCRB Group. I still believe it would be a great
Central US location to hold a HCR Annual Meet as the one in Dallas, North Carolina, held in
October of each year...:)
Keep on building!
Lee Thevenet
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